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1 Introduction

CoGNaC (Chaste and Gene Networks for Cancer) is a plugin for the generation
and the simulation of Gene Regulatory Networks (GRNs) in multiscale models
of multicellular systems, presented in Rubinacci et al. “CoGNaC: a Chaste plu-
gin for the multiscale simulation of gene regulatory networks driving the spatial
dynamics of tissues and cancer”, paper under submission at “Cancer Informat-
ics” (2015). It is integrated with Chaste[12, 14] an open source framework for
modelling cell populations.

CoGNaC is a powerful tool to model multicellular systems showing emergent be-
haviour, possibly allowing for the formulation of novel hypotheses on gene regu-
lation, cell differentiation and, in particular, cancer emergence and development.
It is available for download at the following address: http://www.cs.ox.ac.
uk/chaste/download.html, a tutorial page and this manual are available
at: https://chaste.cs.ox.ac.uk/trac/wiki/PaperTutorials/CoGNaC.

Document overview

This document is divided into three sections described briefly below:

• Section 2 provides a biological background introducing a cell model for
cellular differentiation based on the ergodic theory.

• Section 3 shows the procedure to install CoGNaC.

• Section 4 presents the features of the plugin, the modes of use and the
input and output parameters used by CoGNaC.

2 Biological background

A gene regulatory network (GRN ) consists of a representation of the interactions
that characterize the processes of gene regulation, in terms of entities (e.g.
genes, proteins, RNAs, etc.) and relations (e.g. transcriptional regulation,
translational regulation, etc.).

In 1961 Jacob and Monod [8] found that by exposing a cell to certain hormones,
these switches can be turned “on” or “off”. The activated genes send chemical
signals to other genes which get either activated or repressed. The signals
propagate until they settle down into a stable pattern. Their discovery showed
that the DNA can be viewed as an automaton which allows for the creation of
different types of cells. Each kind of cells corresponds to a different pattern of
activated genes in the automaton.

Random Boolean Networks (RBNs) were introduced by Kauffman in 1969 to
represent GRNs [9]. A RBN consists of a network of N nodes, connected in
a direct graph allowing each node to have a minimum of zero to a maximum
of N inputs. Each node i can take values of zero or one, determined by a
boolean function where its inputs are the values of the nodes sending an edge
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to i. Connections and functions are wired randomly, but remain fixed during
the dynamics of the network.

Focusing on the connection graph it is possible to distinguish several network
topologies. For biological systems, especially in GRNs, the most interesting
one is the scale free topology [2], characterised by a few highly connected nodes
linking the rest of the less connected nodes to the system. One of the algorithms
for the construction of the graph makes use of a preferential attachment process
[1].

Given an enumeration on the number of nodes, it is possible to define the tran-
sition function: F : {0, 1}N → {0, 1}N .
For each x ∈ {0, 1}N it is interesting to look at the values for t ∈ N, of F t(x). If
all nodes update their values at the same time the network is known to be syn-
chronous. Synchronous Boolean networks, since the configuration space is finite
and the dynamics is deterministic, must eventually return to a configuration
that it has encountered before and from then on it repeats the same sequence
of configurations periodically: in the dynamical system jargon this limit cycle is
defined as an attractor of the system. Following the idea to associate attractors
to cell types, CoGNaC was designed on the Villani et al. [15, 16] model.

Threshold ergodic sets as cell types

Considering a Boolean Network with m attractors (m ∈ N, 1 ≤ m ≤ 2N ), two
definitions can be given:

• Let Ai (with i ∈ [1,m]) be the ith attractor of the network and let A be
the set of such attractors;

• An attractor Aj is directly θ-reachable from another Ai (i, j ∈ [1,m], i 6=
j) if at least a fraction θ of different flips on singles states of Ai leads the
system, when it is in attractor Ai, to Aj .

Definition (Threshold Ergodic Set). A Threshold Ergodic Set, TESθ ⊆ A, has
the following properties:

1. any member of the TESθ is θ-reachable from any other member of the set;

2. given that threshold value, no transition can make the system leave the
TESθ.

So, at θ = 0 one typically has a unique TES and by increasing the threshold, it
breaks into some disjoint and smaller TESs until, at high enough levels of the
threshold, all attractors are also TESs. The authors of the model propose to
associate cell types to TESs because they represent stable ways of functioning
of the GRN even in the presence of noise.

3 Installation and tests

This tutorial is available at https://chaste.cs.ox.ac.uk/trac/wiki/
PaperTutorials/CoGNaC.
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CoGNaC is developed on the Chaste version 3.2 and 3.3. Compatibility with
release version 3.1 or under is not tested.

Installation

Before running simulations you will need to install Chaste’s dependencies (https:
//chaste.cs.ox.ac.uk/trac/wiki/InstallGuides/InstallGuide)
and the source code for version 3.3 (http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/chaste/
download.html). The easiest way to do this is using an Ubuntu machine
(or an Ubuntu virtual machine) as discussed on https://chaste.cs.ox.
ac.uk/trac/wiki/InstallGuides/UbuntuPackage. Note that Chaste
is only fully supported on Linux/Unix systems, so users of Windows or Mac OS
X may need to follow the virtual machine route. For manual installation of each
dependency, on any version of Linux, see https://chaste.cs.ox.ac.uk/
trac/wiki/DeveloperInstallGuide.

You will also need the source for the CoGNaC project. It is available from the
main Chaste download page (http://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/chaste/download.
html) as extension to Chaste release 3.3 under the "Bolt-on projects" heading.
Move the project in Chaste/projects where "Chaste" is the folder containing the
Chaste source code.

Once you have checked out the project you need to install BuDDy1 tool, you
may do so from the command line as follows:

$ sudo apt-get install libbdd-dev

This will install BuDDy using the standard folders but you also need to inform
Chaste to add BuDDy as library dependency, adding this information to the
hostconfing file. Scons will tell you which machine file it’s using in the first few
lines, e.g:

$ cd <Chaste3.3 path>

$ scons

scons: Reading SConscript files ...

Using hostconfig settings from python/hostconfig/ubuntu.py

Running infrastructure tests ...

So, in the file you are using (e.g. python/hostconfig/ubuntu.py), just add ’bdd’
similar to:

other_libraries = boost_libs + [’xerces-c’, ’hdf5’, ’z’, ’parmetis’, ’metis’,

’bdd’]

Now the project should be installed, and everything should compile and run
correctly.

1http://buddy.sourceforge.net/manual/main.html
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Running tests and simulations

In order to test if everything is installed correctly, you can run some tests (or
simulations) using scons. So from a command line do (one at a time):

$ cd <Chaste3.3 path>

$ scons test_suite=projects/CoGNaC/test/TestGraphNode.hpp

$ scons test_suite=projects/CoGNaC/test/TestArrayDirectedGraph.hpp

$ scons test_suite=projects/CoGNaC/test/TestDifferentiationTree.hpp

$ scons test_suite=projects/CoGNaC/test/TestRandomBooleanNetwork.hpp

If each test run is passed, you can run tests and simulations in the CoGNaC
project or create your own test suites. There are two distinct simulations in the
project, which can be run using:

$ cd <Chaste3.3 path>

$ scons test_suite=projects/CoGNaC/test/

TestSearchingGeneActivationPatternsInThelperNetwork.hpp

or

$ scons test_suite=projects/CoGNaC/test/

TestCancerCellColonizationOfaColonCryptLiteratePaper.hpp

4 Features and code structure

CoGNaC is available as a bolt-on project for Chaste version 3.3. CoGNaC
has two modes of use, named GRN modelling and simulation and multiscale
modelling within Chaste framework.

• Mode 1: GRN modelling and simulation, described in section 4.1, includes
the following features:

– generation of random Boolean networks, in which the number of
nodes (genes or encoded proteins), the topology and the connectivity
parameter are completely user-defined.

– computation of the attractors of synchronous Boolean networks.

– computation of the Attractor Transition Network and the hierarchical
TES tree.

• Mode 2: Multiscale modelling within Chaste framework, described in
section 4.2, consists of:

– the integration in the Chaste environment, in order to simulate mul-
ticellular tissues using the network dynamics of the intracellular level
which drives the differentiation process.

Table 1 shows the input parameters used by CoGNaC.
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Table 1: Input parameters

Module Parameter Description Type Range

RBN generation
N Number of nodes in the

network.
uint > 0

K Average connectivity. uint [1, N ]
topology Either scale free (0) or

random topology (1).
Boolean {0, 1}

p Probability to generate a
canalizing function2.

Double [0, 1]

RBN from file gml_file_path Path to the graph de-
scription of the network.

String .gml file

file_path Path to the description
of the RBN.

String .net/

.cnet file

Differentiation Tree Λ Average duration (in
hours) of the cell cycle
of the different cell types
at the spatial level.

Double > 0

user_tree Differentiation tree that
is compared with the
NRBN-generated.

DifferentiationTree -

4.1 Mode 1: GRN modelling and simulation

The first mode of use of CoGNaC allows to generate a Boolean network using
experimental data (GRN) publicly available3 or randomly, compute its gene
activation patterns and study the ATN and the (hierarchical) threshold ergodic
set tree.

A step-by-step example named “searching gene activation patterns in T-helper
cell differentiation” can be found in the CoGNaC’s tutorial page4.

Network generation

CoGNaC includes three distinct modes for the generation of RBNs:

• Random generation. Random Boolean networks can be generated using
four structural parameters:

1. N , indicating the number of nodes.

2. K, indicating the average number of input edges for each node.

3. The topology parameter. It can be chosen among (α) Erdos-Renyii
random topology [5], (β) Barabasi-Albert’s preferential attachment
scale-free topology [1].

4. p, the probability of associating a canalizing function[10] to a random
node (whereas, 1−p is the probability of associating a generic random
Boolean function).

3Converting the network into a *.gml or *.net/*.cnet format if it is necessary.
4https://chaste.cs.ox.ac.uk/trac/wiki/PaperTutorials/CoGNaC/

SearchingGeneActivationPatternsInThelperNetwork
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• User-defined topology, Boolean function random generation. Given a graph
defined via a file *.gml, the CoGNaC can associate Boolean functions to
the nodes, with the previously defined parameter p.

• Completely defined networks. CoGNaC can import a complete description
of a Boolean network, in terms of topology and functions, in a file in
*.net/*.cnet format.

Section 4.3 provides a detailed description of each file format described above.

4.2 Mode 2: Multiscale modelling within Chaste framework

The hierarchical threshold ergodic sets can be conceived as a (linear) differen-
tiation tree which can be used for simulations of generic multi-cellular tissues.
Chaste[12, 14] is a general multiscale framework for modelling cell populations.
A simulation using Chaste is composed by:

• an agent-based model;

• a cell cycle model for each cell;

• force/update rules (optional);

• boundary conditions and cell killer (optional);

• other simulation parameters (i.e. time).

In particular Chaste provides several distinct agent-based models for the repre-
sentation of the spatial dynamics of cell populations in tissues and organs:

• lattice-free models, such as center-based models, in which the connectivity
is defined by Voronoi tessellations [11], and vertex-based models[13].

• lattice-based models, such as the Cellular Potts Model (CPM) [7] and
other Cellular Automata (CA) models [6].

CoGNaC provides a cell cycle model namedDifferentiationTreeBasedWithAsym-
metricDivisionCellCycleModel which drives the cellular differentiation process
following a hierarchical differentiation tree. This model shows stochastic dif-
ferentiation and stem cells perform asymmetric division. In addition, it is also
possible to define different behaviours implementing different cell cycle mod-
els.

A step-by-step example named “Cancer cell colonization of a colon crypt” can
be found in the CoGNaC’s tutorial page5.

4.3 File formats

CoGNaC uses several file formats for the specification of the network structure
and functions, which are briefly described.

5https://chaste.cs.ox.ac.uk/trac/wiki/PaperTutorials/CoGNaC/
CancerCellColonizationOfaColonCrypt
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.cnet file format.

.cnet file format is a file proposed by Dubrova et al.[4] used by BNS, for the
specification of both the network structure and functions.

The input file starts with the statement:
.v number_of_vertices
which specifies the total number of vertices in the Boolean network. We assume
that vertices are labeled from 1 to number_of_vertices.

Then, the description of Boolean functions associated to vertices follows in the
following format:
.n vertex’s_label number_of_regulators list_of_labels_of_regulators
input_values output_value
. . .
input_values output_value

For example, the description of a vertex labeled by 1 with two regulators labeled
by 2 and 3, which has an associated function OR can be described using a symbol
"-" meaning both "0 and 1". Then, the above description becomes:
.n 1 2 2 3
00 0
-1 1
1- 1

A line which starts with "#" is commented out. Comments are useful for relating
labels of vertices to the actual names of genes.

.net file format.

.net file format is a file proposed by Dubrova et al.[3] used by BooleNet, for the
specification of both the network structure and functions.

The input file starts with the statement:
.v number_of_vertices
which specifies the total number of vertices in the Boolean network. We assume
that vertices are labeled from 1 to number_of_vertices.

Then, the description of Boolean functions associated to vertices follows in the
following format:
.n vertex’s_label number_of_regulators list_of_labels_of_regulators
input_values output_value
. . .
input_values output_value

For example, the description of a vertex labeled by 1 with two regulators labeled
by 2 and 3, which has an associated function OR can be described enumerating
the input assignments for which the function evaluates to 1, and using a symbol
"-" meaning both "0 and 1". Then, the above description becomes:
.n 1 2 2 3
-1 1
1- 1
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A line which starts with "#" is commented out. Comments are useful for relating
labels of vertices to the actual names of genes.

.gml file format

.gml file format is a standard used for the description a graph structure. CoGNaC
can use a .gml file representing the graph of the Boolean network and generate
random Boolean functions associated to each node.

GML (Graph Modeling Language) is a text file format supporting network data
with a very easy syntax. Example taken from Wikipedia6:

graph [
comment " This i s a sample graph "
d i r e c t ed 1
i d 42
l a b e l " Hel lo , I am a graph "
node [

i d 1
l a b e l " node 1"
th i s I sASampleAttr ibute 42

]
node [

i d 2
l a b e l " node 2"
th i s I sASampleAttr ibute 43

]
node [

i d 3
l a b e l " node 3"
th i s I sASampleAttr ibute 44

]
edge [

source 1
t a r g e t 2
l a b e l "Edge from node 1 to node 2"

]
edge [

source 2
t a r g e t 3
l a b e l "Edge from node 2 to node 3"

]
edge [

source 3
t a r g e t 1
l a b e l "Edge from node 3 to node 1"

]
]

Listing 1: Graph Modeling Language

6http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Graph_Modelling_Language
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Output file formats

CoGNaC can export the complete Boolean network or its graphs using several
file formats:

• the complete Boolean network can be exported using .net, .cnet and
BooleanNet7 format;

• the graph of the network can be exported using standard .gml, .dot and
.sif format.

An example is the following:

void testRandomBooleanNetwork ( )
{

/∗ F i r s t o f a l l we i n i t i a l i s e Buddy . ∗/
bdd_init (10000 ,1000) ;

/∗ We import a network from ’mammalian . cnet ’ f i l e . ∗/
RandomBooleanNetwork ∗ rbn1 = new

RandomBooleanNetwork ( " p r o j e c t s /CoGNaC/
␣␣␣␣networks_samples /mammalian . cnet " ) ;

/∗ We search the a t t r a c t o r s o f the network . ∗/
rbn1−>f indAt t r a c t o r s ( ) ;
/∗ We save the network in s e v e r a l f i l e formats :

∗ . net , BooleanNet and BoolNet .
∗ We a l s o save i t s graph
∗ in . gml , . dot and . s i f f i l e format . ∗/

rbn1−>printNetworkToNetFile ( " networks_generated " ,
"mammalian_GEN_ATTRACTORS. net " ) ;

rbn1−>printNetworkToBooleanNetFile ( " networks_generated " ,
"mammalian_booleannet_TXT_GEN . txt " ) ;

rbn1−>printNetworkToBoolNetFile ( " networks_generated " ,
"mammalian_TXT_GEN. txt " ) ;

rbn1−>printGraphToGmlFile ( " networks_generated " ,
"mammalian_graph_GEN . gml " ) ;

rbn1−>printGraphToDotFile ( " networks_generated " ,
"mammalian_graph_GEN . dot " ) ;

rbn1−>pr intGraphToSi fF i l e ( " networks_generated " ,
"mammalian_graph_GEN . s i f " ) ;

/∗ We r e l e a s e Buddy . ∗/
bdd_done ( ) ;

}

Listing 2: Graph Modeling Language

4.4 Code structure

The source code of the tool is written in C++ as a Chaste library plugin and
composed by 13 classes for a total of 20 files. They can be conceived as divided
into three distinct parts:

7http://atlas.bx.psu.edu/booleannet/booleannet.html
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• TES and RBN generation and dynamics:

– ArrayDirectedGraph: a directed graph;

– GraphNode: node of a ArrayDirectedGraph;

– RandomBooleanNetwork: class for the generation of a RBN and at-
tractor search;

– ThresholdErgodicSetDifferentiationTree: class which generates the
ATN and a DifferentiationTree from a Boolean network;

– DifferentiationTree: a basic representation of a cellular differentiation
tree;

– DifferentiationTreeNode: a node of a DifferentiationTree.

• cell cycle models and other classes used during simulations:

– DifferentiationTreeBasedWithAsymmetricDivisionCellCycleModel: a
cell cycle model which uses the information contained in a Differ-
entiationTree. It performs stochastic differentiation and stem cells
perform asymmetric division.

• tests:

– TestArrayDirectedGraph: tests the correctness of the classes Array-
DirectedGraph;

– TestGraphNode: tests the correctness of the classes GraphNode;

– TestRandomBooleanNetwork: tests the correctness of the classes Ran-
domBooleanNetwork and ThresholdErgodicSetDifferentiationTree;

– TestDifferentiationTree: tests the correctness of the classes Differen-
tiationTree and DifferentiationTreeNode;

• simulations:

– TestCryptBasedSimulationsUsingDifferentiationTreeCellCycleModel: sim-
ulates a model of a colon crypt combining a center-based 2-D rep-
resentation of cells at the spatial level and a NRBN-based model
underlying gene regulatory network.

– TestDifferentiationTreeBasedWithAsymmetricDivisionCellCycleModel:
searches gene activation patterns starting from a network and calcu-
lates its Attractor Transition Network;

The user makes use of the class ThresholdErgodicSetDifferentiationTree for the
generation of the random Boolean network, the attractor search, the generation
of the ATN and to get a DifferentiationTree object; the differentiation tree con-
tains the information needed during simulations and it is possible to normalise
the length using the Λ parameter (see Table 1). The normalized differentiation
tree can be passed into a cell cycle model that drives the cellular behavior during
each time step of the simulation.
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Constructors and input variables

The classes ThresholdErgodicSetDifferentiationTree and RandomBooleanNetwork
have similar constructors. It is recommended to use the first one to calculate
a differentiation tree and the second one for the manipulation of Boolean net-
works. Constructors of both the classes require the same parameters:

• Constructor 1 generates the graph, and associates a boolean function for
each node of the network. The required parameters are:

– nodes_number: number of nodes in the network (N);

– avarage_inputs_per_node: average of incoming edges in the graph;

– scale_free: topology parameter

– probability_canalizing_function: probability to generate (random)
canalizing functions for each node.

An example of use of this constructor is the following:
/∗ We generate a random network with 10 nodes ,
∗ K=2, s ca l e−f r e e f unc t i on s and c ana l i z i n g
∗ f un c t i on s generated with p r obab i l i t y 0 . 5 . ∗/
te s_tree = new Thre sho ldErgod i cSe tD i f f e r en t i a t i onTree
(10 ,2 , true , 0 . 5 ) ;

Listing 3: Graph Modeling Language

• Constructor 2 takes the graph from a file (.gml format) associating random
Boolean function to each node of the network. The required parameters
are:

– file_path: path of the .gml file.

– probability_canalizing_function: probability to generate (random)
canalizing functions for each node.

An example of use of this constructor is the following:
/∗ We generate a RandomBooleanNetwork s t a r t i n g
∗ from the mammalian_graph . gml f i l e . ∗/
rbn = new RandomBooleanNetwork ( " p r o j e c t s /CoGNaC/
␣networks_samples /mammalian_graph . gml " , 0 . 5 ) ;

Listing 4: Graph Modeling Language

• Constructor 3 reads the network (graph and functions) from a file in .cnet
or .net format. The required parameters are:

– file_path: path of the .net or .cnet file.

An example of use of this constructor is the following:
/∗ We use the f i s s i o n_yea s t network . ∗/
te s_tree = new Thre sho ldErgod i cSe tD i f f e r en t i a t i onTree
( " p r o j e c t s /CoGNaC/networks_samples /

␣ f i s s i o n_yea s t . net " ) ;
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Listing 5: Graph Modeling Language

In addition, it is also possible to instantiate a ThresholdErgodicSetDifferenti-
ationTree using directly an ATN. The ATN is described in a .dat ASCII file
containing an ergodic matrix and the lengths of the attractors, using a comma
as separator and an empty line between the matrix and the attractors lengths.
An example is:

0.886,0.064,0.001,0.049
0.068,0.877,0.054,0.001
0,0.06,0.896,0.044
0.053,0.004,0.052,0.891

10,8,8,9

An example of use of this constructor is the following:
/∗ Matrix taken from Graudenzi e t a l .
∗ http :// dx . do i . org /10.1101/000927 ∗/
te s_tree = new Thre sho ldErgod i cSe tD i f f e r en t i a t i onTree
( " p r o j e c t s /CoGNaC/networks_samples /

␣ graudenzi_matrix . dat " ) ;

Listing 6: Graph Modeling Language

Finally, using the DifferentiationTree class, it is possible to colorise and nor-
malise the cell cycle length associated to each node using the methods colorise()
and normaliseLength() respectively.

Pieces of class diagram shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3 (diagrams generated using
Doxygen8).

8www.doxygen.org/
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Figure 1: DifferentiationTreeNode class, used by DifferentiationTree class.
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Figure 2: ThresholdErgodicSetDifferentiationTree class, which uses Random-
BooleanNetwork class and can generate a DifferentiationTree object.
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Figure 3: DifferentiationTreeBasedWithAsymmetricDivisionCellCycleModel
class, which uses DifferentiationTree class and can be used directly during sim-
ulations.
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